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ABSTRACT

The Dual Color Localization Microscopy (2CLM) presented here is based on the principles of Spectral Precision Distance Microscopy (SPDM) with conventional fluorochromes under special physical conditions. This technique allows us to measure the spatial distribution of single fluorescently labeled molecules in entire cells with an effective optical resolution comparable to macromolecular dimensions. Here, we describe the application of the 2CLM approach to the simultaneous nanoimaging of cellular structures using two fluorochrome types distinguished by different fluorescence emission wavelengths. The capabilities of 2CLM for studying the spatial organization of the genome in the mammalian cell nucleus are demonstrated for the relative distributions of two chromosomal proteins labeled with autofluorescent GFP and mRFP1 domains. The 2CLM images revealed quantitative information on their spatial relationships down to length-scales of 30 nm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

About 170 years ago, light microscopy facilitated the discovery of the cell as the fundamental unit of life, thus initiating one of the great revolutions of human science (for review see [1]). In the development of modern cell biology and its biomedical applications, however, analysis methods using visible light microscopy approaches often played a secondary role compared with biochemical techniques. A major reason for this was the optical resolution thought to be restricted to a fundamental limit of a few hundreds of nm laterally (and about 600 nm axially). Consequently, the nanostructure of cellular machines (e.g. the protein complexes responsible for molecular transport, DNA replication, transcription and repair, RNA splicing, protein synthesis and degradation), was not accessible to light microscopy. The same is true for the spatial organization of specific chromatin domains with a size in the hundred nm range that play an essential role for gene regulation [2]. As described in the famous publication of Ernst Abbe (1873) [3], this limit in light-optical resolution of about 200 nm was thought to be due to the wave nature of light; it was regarded to be insurmountable according to the fundamental laws of physics. A very similar conclusion was obtained in 1896 by Lord Rayleigh [4]. However, a variety of laseroptical far field microscopy techniques based on fluorescence excitation has been developed recently to circumvent the Abbe/Rayleigh-limit of 200 nm. These make light-optical analysis of biological macromolecules by enhanced resolution possible. Some well known methods are 4Pi-Microscopy [5-6], structured/patterned illumination microscopy [7,8], STED microscopy [9,10] and spectrally assigned localization microscopy (SALM) approaches using far field fluorescence microscopy [11-28, 49 - 52]. With these techniques, an effective optical resolution in the 10 – 20 nm regime has been obtained. While STED microscopy is a focused beam method that allows it to rapidly image small regions of
interest (few µm extension), the complementary localization microscopy techniques are preferentially used in a non-focusing setup for rapidly imaging large regions of interest (50 – 100 µm extension).

The basis of SALM as a far field fluorescence microscopy approach is the independent localization of “point-like” objects excited to fluorescence emission by either focused or non-focused illumination techniques, typically with a laser. This means the localization is achieved by appropriate features of the fluorochromes resulting in an “optical isolation”. We refer to this approach as “Spectral Precision Distance (Position Determination) Microscopy” (SPDM). SPDM was already conceived and realized in proof-of-principle experiments in the 1990s [11 – 16,19]. Compared with related concepts [29 – 31], the SPDM approach relies on specific spectral signatures including all kinds of fluorescent emission parameters suitable, from absorption/emission spectra to fluorescence life times [13] to luminescence in general.

In the last few years, SALM methods have been improved considerably by several groups by making use of photoswitchable fluorochromes. In these approaches, fluorochromes are switched between a ‘dark’ state A and a ‘bright’ state B using a first laser wavelength \( \lambda_1 \) for switching from A to B and a second laser wavelength \( \lambda_2 \) from B to A. In this way, the position of the molecules was determined with precision values significantly better than the full width at half maximum (FWHM). These microscopic techniques were termed photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) [20], fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy (FPALM) [21], stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) [22], PALM with independently running acquisition (PALMIRA) [23, 24], or “direct” STORM (dSTORM) [27]. In all these approaches, special fluorochromes were used which can be photoswitched between a “dark” state A and a “bright” state B [6].

Recently, we applied SPDM on the nanometer resolution scale to conventional fluorochromes. In contrast to the photoswitching based SALM methods cited above, one laser wavelength only is used to induce fluorescence/luminescence lifetimes in a given fluorochrome on the second time scale. In this case under special physical conditions “reversible photobleaching” [25, 26, 28] occurs. “Reversible photobleaching” has been shown to be a general behavior in several fluorescent proteins, e.g. GFP derivates like CFP, GFP, Citrine or eYFP [34 - 36]. Under such conditions, the fluorescence emission of certain types can be described by assuming three different states of the molecule: A fluorescent state \( M_{fl} \), a long living reversibly bleached state \( M_{rbl} \), and an irreversibly bleached state \( M_{ibl} \). Once the molecule returns from the \( M_{rbl} \) state to the \( M_{fl} \) state, it can be excited a large number of times (fluorescence bursts) until it passes into the irreversibly bleached state \( M_{ibl} \) (i.e. a dark state of a lifetime which is long compared with the acquisition time [34, 37]); and thus its position can be determined with nanometer precision [25,26, 28]. With transition time constants \( k_1 \), \( k_2 \), \( k_3 \) one can assume the transition scheme [34]. We recently showed that reversible photobleaching can be used for superresolution imaging of cellular nanostructures labeled with conventional fluorochromes such as Alexa.
488 [25, 37] or the Green Fluorescent Protein variant YFP [26]. This novel extension of the SPDM approach to ordinary fluorophores was based on the possibility to produce the optical isolation required by allowing only one molecule in a given observation volume and in a given time interval to be in the Me state. Such conditions were achieved by using an excitation intensity in the 10 kW/cm^2 to 1 MW/cm^2 range. These conditions were equivalent to switching the majority of the fluorophores to a metastable dark state and allowing the spontaneous return to lower energy levels under the emission of fluorescence photons [49]. Recently, Foelling et al. [49] have described a related approach to obtain highly resolved dual-color images of immunostained microtubules and peroxysomes using Atto 532 and 565 dyes. Here we present first results to extend the SPDM method to the localization of two different molecule types in human cell nuclei (“Two color localization microscopy”, 2CLM). Two types of nuclear proteins tagged with two different standard fluorescent proteins were distinguished by different fluorescence emission wavelengths. 2CLM was applied to “nanoimage” the spatial distribution of these proteins at molecular optical resolution.

The organization of the DNA genome by proteins is a particular interesting subject for 2CLM microscopy studies. In the cell nucleus the DNA is compacted by histone proteins into a nucleoprotein complex termed chromatin [38]. The central building block of chromatin is the cylindrically shaped nucleosome (11 nm diameter, 5.5 nm height). It comprises an octamer core of two copies each of histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 around which the DNA is wrapped in 1.67 turns. In the present study the technique of 2CLM microscopy was used to determine the intracellular location of chromatin remodeling complexes with respect to chromatin. Chromatin remodelers are molecular machines that can translocate nucleosomes along the DNA sequence upon hydrolysis of ATP [39 – 42]. By making use of autofluorescent constructs of histone H2A as a nucleosome/chromatin marker and the ATPase subunit Snf2H [41 – 43] that defines a certain class of chromatin remodeling complexes, their nuclear localization was analyzed with an estimated mean localization accuracy in the range of about 20 nm (ca. 1/25 of the excitation wavelength). The results indicate the feasibility to reveal details on the interaction of remodeling complexes with chromatin at unprecedented effective resolution.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Specimen preparation

Human U2OS osteosarcoma cells were cultured on 12-mm diameter glass coverslips in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle medium supplemented with 10 % FCS for 1 day after plating. Cells were transiently transfected with plasmid vectors for Snf2H-GFP and H2A-mRFP1 using Effectene (Qiagen) according to standard protocols. After transfection, cells were cultured for 1 day, fixed in 4 % paraformaldehyde and then embedded with Mowiol 4-88 (Roth) as mounting medium. The plasmid pEGFP-N3-Snf2H was kindly provided by Patrick Varga-Weisz and contains the full coding sequence of human Snf2H fused to GFP at the C-terminus [43]. The plasmid pRSET-H2A-mRFP1 contains the full coding sequence of

2.2 Microscope setup

In Fig. 1 the principal setup is shown schematically.

Due to the “bright” initial state (M0) of the fluorochromes, specimens can be imaged in a standard far-field conventional epifluorescence mode as well as in the 2CLM mode. The specimens were illuminated by an Ar+-laser at $\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 488$ nm (excitation of GFP) or a Kr+-laser at $\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 568$ nm (excitation of mRFP1), which were focused by the lens system L1 - L3 and an objective lens 100x/NA1.4, oil (Leica, 35578 Wetzlar, Germany). This focusing was modified in such a way that fluorescent molecules in the observation volume were exposed to illumination intensities in the order of 50 – 200 kW/cm$^2$) within a broad region of interest. The degree of focusing and thus the laser power density was adjusted by varying the distances within the lens system along the optical axis. Under these conditions, suitable fluorochromes as GFP and mRFP1 exhibited their characteristic reversible photobleaching or light induced blinking, which was used to identify and spatially assign the localization of individual molecules. Up to 70000 single molecules were detected in a region of interest of about 20 µm x 20 µm. Using a sensitive CCD camera (PCO, 93309 Kehlheim, Germany) with a quadratic pixel size of 6.45 µm x 6.45 µm (1376 x 1040 pixels total) with a quantum efficiency of up to 65 % for image acquisition, time series of 2D – images were acquired with a repetition rate between 10 - 16 Hz. A typical time stack of 1500 images was typically acquired within approximately 2 min. For further details, see [28].

An estimation of the chromatic shift was obtained by imaging fluorescently labeled 100 nm beads under the same conditions used for the acquisition of 2CLM images. The positions were determined in both channels and compared to each other. The mean chromatic shift was found to be 5.6 ± 2.3 nm (see supplementary methods).

2.3 Software for data registration and evaluation

The microscopy data recorded were stored on a computer hard disk and evaluated later by algorithms implemented in MATLAB (7.0.1, The MathWorks, Natick, USA), a matrix based programming language for numerical computations. The algorithms were designed to handle the data with high background noise and large variation of background due to bleaching of the fluorochromes (e.g. dense labeling, large observation/activation volume) as well as for a low noise scenario with negligible bleaching (e.g. photoactivatable molecules in PALM/FPALM and/or small excitation volumes). The algorithm calculates the following quantities [26, 28]:

- The position of the fluorescence signal in the object plane/in the object space
- Estimates for the localization accuracy (parameter errors are the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix at convergence) on the single molecule level
- The characteristic parameters of the model function used to determine single molecule positions
• Estimates for the number of detected photons per molecule as a decisive parameter of localization microscopy
• The position of the detected signal (individual molecule) in the data stack (i.e. image frame number) to analyze the influence of time and to extract relevant characteristics of the fluorochromes used

Following signal detection and registration, in a second step an optional preprocessing was performed. While signals with high signal-to-noise ratio (low background) can be used as raw data for the following data segmentation, in case of high background and photobleaching effects active during several succeeding image frames, an additional computing step was performed to segment signals originating from single molecules only. For this a differential photon stack \( D_{\text{Ph}}(x, y, t') = S_{\text{Ph}}(x, y, t_{k+1}) - S_{\text{Ph}}(x, y, t_k) \) between two successive image frames (registered at \( t_k \) and \( t_{k+1} \)) was calculated. The error \( \sigma \) in photon number produced by the Poisson statistics of the incident photons and the noise \( \sigma_{\text{CCD}} \) of the CCD sensor detection (approx. 4 counts per pixel) was estimated by the Gaussian law of error propagation,

\[
\sigma[D_{\text{Ph}}(x, y, t')] = \sqrt{\left[S_{\text{Ph}}(x, y, t_{k+1})\right]^2 - \left[S_{\text{Ph}}(x, y, t_k)\right]^2 + 2 \sigma_{\text{CCD}}^2}
\]

of error propagation,

The data stacks \( S_{\text{Ph}}(x, y, t) \) (in case of low background) and \( D_{\text{Ph}}(x, y, t') \) (in case of high background) were then used for high precision localization of single molecules (lateral) by adapting modified Gaussian model functions. To reduce the computing efforts, Regions of Interest (ROIs) of typically 8x8 pixels were used, containing the signal.

Then a two dimensional Gaussian with a background gradient

\[
f(x, y) = p_0 \exp\left(-\frac{(x - p_4)^2}{p_3^2} - \frac{(y - p_4)^2}{p_3^2}\right) + p_0(x - p_2) + p_0(y - p_1)
\]

was fitted to the thresholded signals.

An appropriate set of values \( p_1 - p_7 \) was used as start parameters which were then optimized by the application of a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

The final results were analyzed for parameter plausibility by additional filters. In this way molecules were localized in an observation volume with a thickness corresponding to an ‘optical section’ of 600 nm. For further details see [28].

3. RESULTS

3.1 The label density is critical for 2CLM experiments
To test the effects of the localization accuracy and the density of fluorescent molecules on the appearance of the “nanoimages” obtained by 2CLM, the evaluation algorithms described above were applied to simulated data. As an example, results obtained from a simulated structure are presented. For this, the letters “2CLM” were scaled to an overall length of 2 µm and a height of 0.4 µm (first row in Fig. 2). These four letters were then simulated to contain single molecules with various densities (50000, 5000 and 500/µm²) with a “fluorescence burst” emission. From these original images, conventional epifluorescence images and 2CLM images were calculated as described elsewhere [28].

The result is presented in the second row of Fig. 2. The diffraction-limited widefield image shows some alterations in the intensity distribution and gives an estimate of the overall size of the “nanostructure”. A reconstruction of the original object, however, is clearly not possible by assuming a “conventional” resolution (calculated PSF using numerical aperture of 1.4, 100 nm effective pixel size of the detector and 520 nm (560 nm red letters) as emission wavelength).

In the third row of Fig. 2 the image is shown for the application of the 2CLM approach assuming a mean localization accuracy of 20 nm; a comparison with the original “nanostructure” demonstrates the substantial resolution improvement. The third row shows the simulation results for a localization accuracy of 10 nm. At a high (50000/µm²) or medium (500/µm²) molecule density, the original “2CLM nano-object” can be fully reconstructed. At a “low” molecule density, basic structural features can still be identified. To summarize, the simulations show a) that the 2CLM method indeed allows us to extract structural information far below the conventional resolution limit of epifluorescence microscopy, b) that the density of molecules is a critical parameter, depending on the structure to be studied.

3.2 Nuclear distributions of H2A and Snf2H could be determined by 2CLM

The lateral distribution of mRFP1 labeled H2A and GFP labeled Snf2H proteins in human U2OS nuclei was determined by 2CLM within “optical sections” of about 600 nm thickness in about 20 cells. These sections result from the fact, that the PSF of objects outside of the focal plane is broadened up and thus has a worse signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Accordingly, these signals were filtered out by the fitting algorithm. In the mean, around 1,200 - 1,800 photons per molecule were detected.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of mRFP1 labeled H2A proteins in a human U2OS nucleus (size 12 µm x 18 µm). A conventional epifluorescence image was experimentally recorded prior to the 2CLM measurement (Fig. 3A). The nucleoli can be clearly identified due to the lower content of H2A histone proteins. Due to the limited optical resolution no further details of the H2A distribution are apparent. The 2CLM data of the same nucleus are shown in Fig. 3B. A data stack consisting of 6000 individual images was recorded in four steps (1500 images acquired in each step due to the size of the PC memory) with a frame rate of about 16 Hz. Mechanical drift of the sample was corrected by correlating the summed signal of each of those four stacks with the first one. The drift within one data stack was estimated to be 12 nm (see supplementary material).
In every image the positions of the blinking mRFP1 molecules were determined as described in 2.3. The result is displayed in Fig. 3B: All 71156 registered positions of individual H2A-mRFP1 signals are plotted together and blurred with a Gaussian according to their localization accuracy. The mean localization accuracy was $\sigma = 38$ nm (see Fig. 6).

Figure 4 shows the distribution of GFP labeled Snf2H proteins in the same nucleus as above. Again a conventional epifluorescence image (Fig. 4A) was acquired before 2CLM imaging. Nucleoli cannot be identified in the epifluorescence nor the 2CLM image (Fig. 4). In total 4500 images were recorded in three stacks. From these, 47062 positions of Snf2H were determined with a mean localization accuracy of $\sigma = 26$ nm (see also Fig. 6).

In Fig. 5 the signal of both distributions is shown in the appropriate colors for comparison. The same structures are visible in the epifluorescence (Fig. 5A) and the 2CLM image (Fig. 5B). Autofluorescence from unlabeled structures is not present in the 2CLM image.

### 3.3 Distribution analysis revealed partial colocalization between H2A and Snf2H

To characterize the nuclear distributions of H2A and Snf2H, the number of neighbors of the same protein type within a 300 nm radius around each detected particle was determined in a typical cell and plotted into a histogram (Fig. 7 A,B). As a reference, the same histogram was generated for random distributions with the corresponding particle densities. The histograms for the random distributions could be fitted with a single Gaussian, whereas the observed histograms for H2A and Snf2H were broader and had to be fitted with the sum of two or three Gaussians. This reflects the heterogeneity in the H2A and Snf2H density and the presence of low- and high-density populations for both H2A and Snf2H. To identify these regions of different particle density, different colors were assigned (Fig. 7C,D). The cut-off values were chosen to be the values at the intercept of the Gaussians used for fitting the corresponding histogram. In order to detect also locations with the highest protein density, the 10 % of the particles with the largest number of neighbors were depicted in yellow. In the case of H2A, the sparse regions contained the nucleoli as expected. However, additional regions which did not coincide with these nuclear compartments appeared to be H2A-poor. The high-density regions of H2A (labeled green/yellow in Fig. 7C), which comprised about 55 % of the area of the cell nucleus, formed interconnected patches including mostly regions located in the centre of the nucleus. In the case of Snf2H, the sparse regions were found at the nuclear periphery. In the remaining part of the nucleus Snf2H was distributed more homogeneously than H2A. In contrast to the H2A distribution, the high-density regions of Snf2H (labeled green/yellow in Fig. 7D) comprised 36 % of the area of the cell nucleus. In average, Snf2H molecules had $37 \pm 12$ neighbors, H2A molecules had $52 \pm 23$ neighbors (intervals include 68 % of the molecules). Snf2H-rich regions were located near the centre of the nucleus and often but not always corresponded to H2A-rich regions (see arrows).

To analyze the colocalization of H2A and Snf2H, a correlation coefficient according to Pearson of $R = 0.25$ was calculated for the images from Fig. 5 while $R = 0.13 – 0.17$ was obtained for the random distributions. A value of 1 would represent perfect colocalization, a value of -1 would represent perfect anti-colocalization. These results suggest a partial
colocalization between H2A and Snf2H that is compatible with transient interaction behavior of the two proteins detected in FRAP experiments (data not shown). Similar results were obtained by the analysis of the number of Snf2H molecules around H2A in a typical cell and vice versa (Fig. 8). The average number of Snf2H molecules in the vicinity of H2A (50 molecules within 300 nm radius) was significantly larger than the average number of randomly distributed particles in the same region (41 molecules within 300 nm radius) as confirmed by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (see supplementary material); the same was true for H2A molecules in the vicinity of Snf2H (33 H2A molecules vs. 27 randomly distributed molecules within 300 nm radius). Further analysis of the histograms in Fig. 8 was indicative of the presence of two particle populations, one with a large number of neighbors and one with a small number of neighbors. Thus, the relative amounts of H2A and Snf2H differ throughout the cell, suggesting the presence of chromatin regions with locally enriched Snf2H concentration.

4. DISCUSSION

For the better understanding of functional cellular nanostructures, there is an urgent need to circumvent the limitations of conventional light microscopy given by the Abbe/Rayleigh limit of optical resolution. Multiple approaches for light optical analysis of biostructures at enhanced resolution exist, with each of these having specific biological, biophysical and biomedical applications. Recently, various methods of spectrally assigned localization microscopy (SALM) have been shown to allow the nanoimaging of individual molecules at an optical resolution close to the dimensions of small proteins.

In this report, SPDM with conventional fluorochromes under special physical conditions was used to realize two color localization microscopy (2CLM). For each fluorochrome, only one wavelength was sufficient for 2CLM. In this manner, the spatial distribution of two different molecule types with distinct fluorescence emission wavelengths was obtained. Under the conditions used (sampling time per image 60 – 100 ms) the percentage of molecules appearing multiple times was estimated to be rather low. In previous publications registered under at least the same mechanical stability and registration/evaluation conditions [28], single molecule positions of fluorescent proteins can be distinguished outside the nucleus, i.e. at very low molecule densities. A major percentage of multiple appearance would have resulted in multiple small clusters. This was not observed. Furthermore, in the 2CLM images presented here, a major percentage of multiple appearance should be reflected in a strongly increased frequency of next neighbor distances (Fig. 8) which also was not observed.

Since biological specimens labeled with such fluorescent proteins are most common, 2CLM methods using such fluorochromes have a wide range of applications, including the potential for in vivo measurements in cell cultures. In particular, they offer unique possibilities for the functional characterization of molecular interactions between protein complexes. This is demonstrated in the present work for the determination of the spatial distribution of the Snf2H chromatin remodeler with respect to histone H2A as a nucleosome/chromatin marker. Although chromatin remodeling complexes have been shown in several studies to possess distinct nucleosome/DNA binding and remodeling
For Peer Review

capabilities in vitro (e.g. [39 – 42] and references therein), little is known on how they operate in the cell. In a previous pioneering study Varga-Weisz and colleagues used conventional confocal fluorescence microscopy at a lateral resolution of several 100 nm to study Snf2H and its associated Acf1 subunit [43]. Their work revealed the overall Snf2H/Acf1 nuclear distribution with an enrichment in pericentric heterochromatin foci present in mouse cells, which have typical diameters of ~1 µm. 2CLM allowed an effective optical resolution that was better by an order of magnitude so that the light microscopic investigation of the interaction of Snf2H and other chromosomal proteins on the level of a single nucleosome becomes feasible. We show how density maps with high resolution for two different proteins in the same specimen can be generated and used to derive information about the interaction behavior on different length scales (Fig. 8). On these images, regions of increased nucleosome density can be identified from the H2A-mRFP1 signal, which could represent higher order structures of the folded nucleosome chain. The Snf2H remodeler is distributed more homogeneously suggesting that a significant fraction of Snf2H is not associated permanently with chromatin consistent with fluorescence recovery after photobleaching experiments (Erdel & Rippe, private communication). While the nuclear periphery was partially depleted from Snf2H virtually all other nuclear regions, including the nucleolus, were accessible to the chromatin remodeler.

In Figure 7 several distinct regions with locally increased or decreased Snf2H density with respect to H2A density are present that reflect a spatially altered interaction behavior between Snf2H and H2A. In particular, several high-density Snf2H regions can be identified that do not coincide with a strong H2A signal. Since it is expected that this increased Snf2H density is connected with higher remodeling activity, these regions represent bona fide chromatin remodeling hot spots that are likely to be loci of a pronounced translocation of nucleosomes by Snf2H-containing molecular machines. Furthermore, sites of co-localization of H2A and Snf2H are clearly present as inferred from the quantitative analysis (Fig. 8). The closely co-localizing signals of single Snf2H-GFP and H2A-mRFP1 proteins may be interpreted as complexes of Snf2H at a nucleosome. Thus, complexes of the chromatin remodeler with its substrate can be detected by 2CLM. Compared with Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) methods, in addition to neighborhood estimates the 2CLM images allow such vicinity determinations of single complexes at distances not accessible to FRET procedures. Additionally, 2CLM methods provide “true optical resolution” in the region of about ten times better than conventional fluorescence microscopy techniques and thus give also the spatial position of such complexes even in a “crowded” nucleus. We anticipate that further studies along these lines in combination with quantitative image analysis will provide valuable information on the molecular details of nucleosome translocations by chromatin remodelers. Furthermore, the 2CLM investigations of other chromosomal proteins associated with the genome will serve to derive spatial molecular interaction maps for their organization in the nucleus.

At an effective optical resolution down to the 10 - 20 nm range laterally in an optical section of about 600 nm thickness, numerous other applications in the structural elucidation of cellular nanostructures are feasible. Examples for such nanostructures are individual gene domains in genetically active and inactive states [2], environmentally induced changes of
chromatin nanostructure [16], size and nuclear distribution of transcription complexes [46, 47], replication factories [53] and repair complexes [45], nuclear pore complex distribution [48], arrangement of polyribosomes. An additional important application will be the possibility to count single molecules. Although the 2CLM technique allowed us to register only a part of all labeled molecules, the figures obtained are minimum absolute numbers. For example, a count of 90000 proteins in an optical section of a human fibroblast nucleus of 10 x 10 \( \mu m^2 \) results in a molecule density of about 900/\( \mu m^2 \). Even at the best corresponding conventional optical resolution only a few thousand molecules would be resolvable in a nuclear area of 100 \( \mu m^2 \), corresponding to a density of resolved molecules of about 30 molecules/\( \mu m^2 \). Since many protein types in the cells occur in numbers in the order of \( 10^4 \) to \( 10^5 \), 2CLM and related SALM methods for the first time promise to count fluorescently labeled molecules in the cell even at such high numbers and densities. Presently, the number of molecules counted is a relative number since it is not known to what percentage the molecules can be excited in the way required for this type of localization microscopy (which might be true also for other SALM methods). It is expected that by appropriate calibration methods, even absolute numbers of individual molecules will become countable, down to only a few molecules of a given type in an entire cell. If conditions can be realized to induce fluorescence in a substantial part of such molecules the sensitivity of this method might become superior even to techniques based on radioactive decay: To reliably determine the number of a few radioactively labeled molecules in a cell, one has to apply registration for at least several life times of the radioactive substance used for labeling. For radioactive elements used in biology and medicine, these times would be prohibitively long. In addition to an effective optical resolution in the macromolecular range, this will open perspectives for many additional applications on the single cell level, such as high precision monitoring of specific DNA sequence amplification, gene expression, fast counting of virus particles inside and outside cells at a spatial resolution equivalent to conventional electron microscopy, counting of proteins in intracellular normal and pathological aggregates, or counting of drug molecules present in specific nanoregions across the cell membrane.
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**Figure Legends:**

**Figure 1.** Microscope setup. Schematic representation of the microscopic setup for 2 CLM. DM1, DM2: dichroic elements, L1 – L4: lenses or lens systems, BF1 (interchangeable...
blocking filter): dichroic elements to block the illumination light (488 nm, 568 nm). GFP fluorescence emission (emission maximum @ \( \lambda_{em} = 520 \) nm) is transmitted through a bandpass filter (HQ 525/50), mRFP1 fluorescence emission (emission maximum @ \( \lambda_{em} = 584 \) nm) is transmitted through a triple line blocking filter (488/568/647nm). From Lemmer et al. 2009 [44].

Figure 2. Simulation of 2CLM. First row: Dual color object in three different label densities (left: 50000 molecules/µm², middle: 5000 molecules/µm², right: 500 molecules/µm²) is imaged using different assumptions. Second row: Conventional epifluorescence microscopy with NA 1.4, 100 nm pixel size, 520 nm/580 nm emission wavelength. The size of the scalebar is 500 nm. Third row: 2CLM image with 20 nm mean localization accuracy. Last row: 2CLM image with 10 nm mean localization accuracy. The single molecule positions in the 2CLM images are blurred with a Gaussian kernel corresponding to the estimated mean localization accuracy of the process.

Figure 3. Distribution of H2A proteins within a human U2OS nucleus. (A) Conventional epifluorescence image. (B) 2CLM image, each mRFP1-position is blurred with a Gaussian representing the individual localization accuracy. Panel C and D display enlarged regions. Scale bars are 2 µm in A and B and 500 nm in C and D.

Figure 4. Distribution of Snf2H proteins within a human U2OS nucleus. (A) Conventional epifluorescence image. (B) 2CLM image, each GFP-position is blurred with a Gaussian representing the individual localization accuracy. Panel C and D display enlarged regions. Scale bars are 2 µm in A and B and 500 nm in C and D.

Figure 5. Distribution of H2A proteins (red) and Snf2H proteins (green) within a human U2OS nucleus. (A) Conventional epifluorescence image. (B) 2CLM image, each fluorochrome-position is blurred with a Gaussian representing the individual localization accuracy. Panel C and D display enlarged regions. Scale bars are 2 µm in A and B and 500 nm in C and D.

Figure 6. Localization accuracy. (A) Histogram of localization accuracies of GFP and mRFP1 for one cell determined by the fitting algorithm. The lower accuracy for mRFP1 (38 ± 4 nm) was due to a lower number of photon counts (see supplementary material). (B) Comparison of conventional epifluorescence and 2CLM image. In the latter one, two molecule positions with a distance of about 30 nm can be resolved (both recorded within 7 s, corresponding to an estimated drift of about 1 nm). The pixel size in the epifluorescence image is 65 nm.
Figure 7. Visualization of particle densities. A histogram of the number of neighbors (of the same color) within a circle of 300 nm radius was plotted for H2A (A) and Snf2H (B) for the cell below. As a reference, the same histograms were plotted for random distributions with equal particle densities. Experimentally observed histograms were broader than the histograms for random distributions and could only be fitted considering different particle populations. Based on these histograms, density maps for H2A (C) and Snf2H (D) were derived to separate particles in the low-density population (blue/red), the high-density population (green) and the densest 10% (yellow). Arrows in panel C highlight regions of colocalization between H2A and Snf2H, arrows in panel D highlight regions of anti-colocalization.

Figure 8. Colocalization analysis of H2A and Snf2H. For H2A (A) and Snf2H (D) in a typical cell a histogram of the distance to the nearest neighbor in the other color was plotted. Based on the average distances, two length-scales were chosen for which the number of different colored neighbors was shown in a histogram (B, C, E, F). As a reference, the number of neighbors in a random distribution with corresponding densities is shown. Experimentally observed histograms were broader than the histograms for random distributions, reflecting the heterogeneity of the density. Furthermore, the average number of neighbors is larger than for a random distribution, suggesting partial colocalization between H2A and Snf2H.
Figure 1: Microscope setup. Schematic representation of the microscopic setup for 2 CLM. DM1, DM2: dichroic elements, L1 – L4: lenses or lens systems, BF1 (interchangeable blocking filter): dichroic elements to block the illumination light (488 nm, 568 nm). GFP fluorescence emission (emission maximum @ λem = 520 nm) is transmitted through a bandpass filter (HQ 525/50), mRFP1 fluorescence emission (emission maximum @ λem = 584 nm) is transmitted through a triple line blocking filter (488/568/647nm). From Lemmer et al. 2009 [44]. 99x84mm (300 x 300 DPI)
Figure 2: Simulation of 2CLM. First row: Dual color object in three different label densities (left: 50000 molecules/µm², middle: 5000 molecules/µm², right: 500 molecules/µm²) is imaged using different assumptions. Second row: Conventional epifluorescence microscopy with NA 1.4, 100 nm pixel size, 520 nm/580 nm emission wavelength. The size of the scalebar is 500 nm. Third row: 2CLM image with 20 nm mean localization accuracy. Last row: 2CLM image with 10 nm mean localization accuracy. The single molecule positions in the 2CLM images are blurred with a Gaussian kernel corresponding to the estimated mean localization accuracy of the process.
Figure 3: Distribution of H2A proteins within a human U2OS nucleus. (A) Conventional epifluorescence image. (B) 2CLM image, each mRFP1-position is blurred with a Gaussian representing the individual localization accuracy. Panel C and D display enlarged regions. Scale bars are 2 µm in A and B and 500 nm in C and D.
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Figure 4: Distribution of Snf2H proteins within a human U2OS nucleus. (A) Conventional epifluorescence image. (B) 2CLM image, each GFP-position is blurred with a Gaussian representing the individual localization accuracy. Panel C and D display enlarged regions. Scale bars are 2 µm in A and B and 500 nm in C and D.
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Figure 5: Distribution of H2A proteins (red) and Snf2H proteins (green) within a human U2OS nucleus. (A) Conventional epifluorescence image. (B) 2CLM image, each fluorochrome-position is blurred with a Gaussian representing the individual localization accuracy. Panel C and D display enlarged regions. Scale bars are 2 µm in A and B and 500 nm in C and D.
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Figure 6: Localization accuracy. (A) Histogram of localization accuracies of GFP and mRFP1 for one cell determined by the fitting algorithm. The lower accuracy for mRFP1 (38 ± 4 nm) was due to a lower number of photon counts (see supplementary material). (B) Comparison of conventional epifluorescence and 2CLM image. In the latter one, two molecule positions with a distance of about 30 nm can be resolved (both recorded within 7 s, corresponding to an estimated drift of about 1 nm). The pixel size in the epifluorescence image is 65 nm.
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Figure 7: Visualization of particle densities. A histogram of the number of neighbors (of the same color) within a circle of 300 nm radius was plotted for H2A (A) and Snf2H (B) for the cell below. As a reference, the same histograms were plotted for random distributions with equal particle densities. Experimentally observed histograms were broader than the histograms for random distributions and could only be fitted considering different particle populations. Based on these histograms, density maps for H2A (C) and Snf2H (D) were derived to separate particles in the low-density population (blue/red), the high-density population (green) and the densest 10% (yellow). Arrows in panel C highlight regions of colocalization between H2A and Snf2H, arrows in panel D highlight regions of anti-colocalization.
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Figure 8: Colocalization analysis of H2A and Snf2H. For H2A (A) and Snf2H (D) in a typical cell a histogram of the distance to the nearest neighbor in the other color was plotted. Based on the average distances, two length-scales were chosen for which the number of different colored neighbors was shown in a histogram (B, C, E, F). As a reference, the number of neighbors in a random distribution with corresponding densities is shown. Experimentally observed histograms were broader than the histograms for random distributions, reflecting the heterogeneity of the density. Furthermore, the average number of neighbors is larger than for a random distribution, suggesting partial colocalization between H2A and Snf2H.